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"But because it sees
more, it is willing to see
less."
Gordon

"Love is not blind, it
.. sees more, not less ... "

VOL. IX - Number 31

.: NEWARK STATE COLLEGE, UNION, NEW JERSEY

May 15, 1969

C.B.A. Representative Refused
Ex-Officio Seat On Council

A heated controversy arose
over the seating of a
representative of the Collegians
for Black Action (C.B.A.) as an
ex-officio member of Student
Organization Executive Board at
the Student Council meeting of
last Friday .
The motion failed, 20-12 as a

Bill Loehning, President of Student Org. at Friday's Meeting.

Honor Scholarships

For 1969 Named At
Tuesday Assembly
Recipients of this year's Honor
Scholarships and Honor graduates
of the Class of 1969 were among
those "outstanding students"
feted at Tuesday's Honor
Assembly . The annual event
honors those members of the
college community who have
evidenced outstanding scholastic,
leadership, or athletic ability.
Glenda Wills was awarded this
year's Alumni Scholarship. Miss
Wills a junior, was selected for her
loyalty and devotion to the
college as reflected in her
extra-curricular activities.
This year, an additional John
F . Kennedy Memorial Scholarship
was initiated, raising the
combined total to three. This
year's recipients included, Susan
Stein, INDEPENDENT
Co-Editor-in-Chief, Elizabeth
Stein, INDEPENDENT News
Editor, and Roseann Lessin.
Kennedy Scholarships are
awarded for academic proficiency,
leadership ability , and
professional promise.
The In ter-Fraternity-Soroity
Council also sponsored an
additional award. Named as
recipients were: Caroline Vetterer,
former Student Organization
Treasurer and president of Nu
Theta Chi sorority, and Frank
Lineberry, former council
member and brother of Sigma
Beta Tau fraternity. Winners of
IFSC scholarships have made
worthwhile contributions to the
college and exhibited leadership
ability and academic proficiency .
Junior Judith Fasone was the
recipient of the Newark Branch of
the Association for Childhood
Education's Teresa F. Fitzpatrick
Memorial Scholarship. The
scholarship is awarded for good
scholarship and unusual interest in
service to others.
Freshman John Malhado was
the winner of the B. Croce
Educational Society Scholarship.

Given in honor of V. Hibero
Sibilia, class of 1917, its recipient
is a man, who, while maintaining a
satisfactory academic record, has
evidenced qualities of leadership.
A number of scholarships are
awarded each year under the
criteria of scholarship and
professional promise. The
recipient of these scholarships are:
Barbara Bertschif, Esther Anson
Memorial Scholarship; Linda Don
Diego and Ina White, New Jersey
Bell Telephone Company
Scholarship; Mary Barak ,
Catherine A. Blewith Memorial
Scholarship; Patricia Byrne,
Newark State College Staff
Association Scholarship ; and
Kathleen Scheer, Mr. and Mrs.
Nathan T. Schreiber Scholarship.
The Division of Handicapped
Children and Youth of the United
States Office of Education
(Continued on Page 21

2/3 majority was needed to pass need for communications between
the motion, which would amend black and white students and felt
the constitution of Student that this would be a progressive
0 rganiza tion .
step for the future.
Speaking for the issue were
Mr. I..:itchenstein noted that as
President William Loehning, and NSA Co-ordinator he is an
Council members, Bob Weinfeld, ex-officio (non-voting) member of
Mike
Napurano, and Dave Student Organization, and that
Litchenstein. Loehning stressed a council should "look into the
future before defeating the
motion."
Council members speaking
against the issue were Ben
Wasserman , Dave Walsh , Ron
Riley , and Bob Baxter. Wasserman
and Baxter both noted that the
executive board meetings are
presently open and anyone can
attend , and therefore, they could
not see the need of amen ding the
constitution.
A roll call vote was counted, at
which time the motion passed
20-11-1. Thereafter, several
council members argued the
validity of the tally and demanded
a re-count. A second vote resulted
in the 20- 12 decision.
Also, Friday's Council
supported Mr. Loehning to offer a
$250 reward for evidence leading
to the arrest of tlJP person. or
persons, involved in the making of

Ben Pierce, Sophomore representative, speaking for motion on
CBA.

s·.c.C. Attempts

To Block
$200 Dorm Fee Increase
Members of the State College
Coalition will make another
attempt to block the $200 dorm
fee increase when they appear at
the State Board of Higher
Education meeting this Friday,
May 16.
Jesse Young of Montclair
State, SCC chairman in a letter
dated May 8 to the members of
the Board stated, "if colleges and
university students are going to

take part in decision making, what
methodology should we use." He
then went on to explain the
orderly procedures taken by the
SCC and the alternatives that they
presented to tha Board. "If this is
not the proper method ,"
continued Young, " where along
the line did we go wrong."
One of the proposals involved
State subsidity of dormitories.
Officials contend that the

Longacre,
Services.

Director

of

Field

Dr. Hutchinson commented
that he was "delighted" at the
faculty response to the voting.
Over 75 % of the faculty
participated.

Dr. F . Abeles, Mathematics
Department; Mr. J . DelVecchio,
Science Department ; Dr. G. Gens,
Special Education Department;
Mr. I. Grace, Music Department ;
Dr. A. Hall, Science Department ;
and Dr. A. Muniz, Education
Department, constitute the
newly-elected senators.

Voting and tallying of the
ballots took place this week. The
re -e 1e ct e d Faculty-Senate
members are as follows: Dr. H.
Didsbury, History and Science
Department; Dr. T . Steir, Director ·
of Admissions; and Mr. c. ·

The Fa cu 1t y-Sena te is
composed of 30 members, and
one-third of the body is elected
yearly. Each third is classified as a
"class" of the senate. As
established in their constitution, a
requisite is that a "senator may

dormitories are not on the same
educational facility level as
buildings such as the theaters.
However, it has been found that
on many of the campuses,
Trenton State in particular, lack
of classroom space has caused
numerous classes to meet
reg ularly in dormi tories;
consequently they should be
eligible for this aid.

Since the possibility of the
dorm fee increase was first
announced on February 2 1, stated
Young , the Board of Higher
Education has taken no real
tangible steps to take action either
way on the proposal. Chancellor
of Higher Education Ralph A.
Dungan is pressing for a "yes"
not serve for more than two \Ote by the Board on Friday
complete and consecutive terms ," although he has yet to go into any
while Officers may not serve for detail as to why he supports the
more than three terms.
fee hike . What he has expressed,
believes Young, as "flimsy
On June 4, 1969, a chasirman,
reasons" with little strength
vice-chairman and secretary will
behind
them.
be elected from the senate
members. An executive board will
Friday's meeting will be the
also be elected, consisting of two last opportunity the Board will
senate members from each class as have to act on the proposal before
well as the chairman , the close of the current semester.
vice-chairman, and secretary.
It is thought that the Board may
try . to postpone final action now
Recently , a motion was and pass the increase during the
brought before the Faculty Senate summer when the students would
which would allow student be at home, creating a situation
representatives a seat on the similar to last year's I tuition
increase.
(Contini.led on Page 9) >

LargeFaculty Response Elects
Members For Faculty Senate
Dr. John Hutchinson, chairman
of the Faculty-Senate during its
current t_erm, one other faculty
member and two administrators
we re re-elected to serve as
representatives of that body.

(Con tinu ei.l on Pag~ 2)
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.C.B.A~ Refused

President's Recognition
Assembly To Be Held

(Continued from Page 1)

Joan Gotz '70; Election Committee,
Denise Buttimore '70; Curriculum
Committee, Joe Oliva '71; Parking and
Security, Ben Wasserman '70;
S.C.A.T.E., Bob Reid '71. Food
Committee, Elaine Schenberg; Faculty
Tenure , Ben Pierce '72; Foreign
Students, Ron Riley '72; Leadership,
Bill Loehning '70, Denise Buttimore
' 70; Faculty Relations, Joel Albert '72 ;
Orientation, Beth Gross '70, Bob
Sasala ' 71.
FINANCE BOARD members are:
1970 - Pat Catalano , Joan Gotz; 1971
- Tony Sa, Jerry Vernotica; 1972 Joel Albert, Mark Durma.
Bob Baxter was reappointed to a
second term as Finance Board
Chairman.
ROLL CALL ON C.B.A. MOTION
Class of '70
Bob Baxter no
Pete Bouman yes
Bob Byrnes no
Pat Ca talano no
John Freeman absent
Deb bie Herman absent
John Murray no
Tom Murray abse nt
Laura Patterso n yes
Kath y Sokolowski yes
Betty Stein absent
Caroline Vet terer yes
Ben Wasserman no
Bob Weinfeld
Class of '7 1
Jean Byrnes yes
Tony Cataline absent
Steve Glickman yes
Ed Kelley yes
Dave Litchenstein ye s
Tom Lindia yes
John Nemeth no
Tony Sa absent
Mike Splendorio yes
Jerry Vcrontica absent
Ken May absent
Dave Walsh no
Class of '72 Joel Albert - yes, Mark
Durma - yes, Jim Harrison - yes, Toni '
Levi - no, Ben Pierce - yes, Ron Riley
- no, Ron Yarem - no, Bob Young no. Executive Board Bill Loehning yes, Paul Matos .- chaired _meeting,
Joa n Golz - no, Diana~Rogan ~ yes,
Mike Napurano ·- yes, Kathy Platt Constitution and By-Laws, Jim yes, Len ny Di Nardo - yes, Joe Oliva
Harrison '72; Secretarial Co mmittee, - absent, John Todd - absent.

the recent bomb scare calls.
Loehning said that the Council
should show its support for '.'the
maintenance of a strong
educational process."
John Caffrey , '70 presented
several suggestions to council on
school curriculum. Council gave
him their support for the
institution of a pass-fail system
"in at least one course outside of
the major. " Mr. Caffrey presented
a petition which supported his
measure; passing or failing such a
course would not affect his
cumulative average; it would only
determine whether one received
credits toward graduation.
Three students were selected to
serve on the Committee to choose
a new college president to replace
Eugene Wilkins. They are Stud.
Org. Pres. Bill -Loehning '70, V.P.
Paul Matos '71, and Council
member Ben Pierce '72. An
alternate will later be chosen to
serve on this committee of three
students, four faculty, and four
ministra tors.
Council passed Lou
Centolanza's ('69) proposals for a
new ring contract. The new ring
models, which can inclu de a
sorority or fraternity seal on one
shank of the ring, will be sold at
approximately the same price as
those now offered on campus,
which do not include any seal
except the school's model. The
new rings will be offered to the
students in addition to the present
style.
Loehning also announced the
new committee chairmen for next
year. They are :

On Monday , May 26, the entire
college community will gather to
honor President Eugene G.
Wilkins for his twenty-four years
of dedicated service as professor,
dean, and president. The program
will commence at three o'clock in
the Theatre for the Performing
Arts, and will be followed by a
reception in the lobby.
All members of the college
community
stu dent s,
administrators, faculty, and
alumni - are urged to support and
atte nd this function as a tribute to
the retiring President Wilkin s.
The formal announcement of
the Euge ne G. Wilkins Annual
Lecture will be made on that day.
An eminent speaker will visit the
Newark State campus annually in
honor of Dr. Wilkins. The lecture
series will commence during the
1969-1970 academic year, and be
funded by voluntary
contributions.
The program will begin with a
Carillon by Professor Jack Platt,
followed by an organ recital by
Mr. Joseph Romanchet. Selections
will be presented by the brass and
percussion ensembles ; then Dr.
Wilkins will then be recognized by
representatives of the

1969 Honor Scholarships
Awarded This Tuesday
(Continued from Page 1)

awarded nine traineeships to
members of next year's Junior
and Senior Classes majoring in
e ducation of th e mentally
retarded. Class of '70 recipients
are Lynn Altsheler, Sandra
Behrend , Loretta Blachnik,
D e b orah Herman , Anita
Hoogerheide, and Barbara Kus.
Class of '71 winners include
Elaine Fedeka , Kathryn
Santangelo, and Karen Wright.
Athletic achievements also
were honored at the assembly.
The D'Angola Memorial Awards,
given by the W.R.A., were
awarded to Louise Schmidt and
Jenette Henderson; while the
M.A.A.'s Joseph D'Angola Award
went to George Gunzelman.
Members of the Class of ' 69
were honored at this first of
several functions preliminary to
the June 5, commencement. .I
Three of the graduates were citedfor special achievement in various
areas. Margaret Morgan, Managing
Editor of the INDEPENDENT ,
was awarded the Delta Kappa
Gamma A ward, given to an
outstanding senior girl for
personal, and social attributes,
teaching . skill, and interest in
personal growth. The Ira Adler
Memorial Award, established this
year by the Special Education
Qep~\ tme.nt I w~nt to Robeit•
Paleshi.• ,Dennis Nick was named
the graduating I.E. major who has·

. . . . -~
-..... - ...

.,_

shown the greatest achievement
and unusual promise of success in
mechanical drawning, receiving
the Fred M. Richmond Medal.
Introduced for the first time
was a list of seniors who will
gra dua te with honors in
diversified areas. They include :

Mary A. Pereira
Thomas C. Raab
Ann Martenuk Rinaldi
Linda H. Ruff
Irene Rogers Sharples
Betty Whitaker Siano
Ruth V. Silber
Donna D. Slatnick
Joseph W. Streit
Beverly H. Stefanowicz Toohey
Edna M. Vesel
Sandra Castaldo Williams
Angela G. Worthington

CUM LAUDE - 3.45 to 3.64

Alice M. Alfano
Marlene Jacobs Beckenstein
Carole Kassin Beris
Barbara Bernstein
Pauline Byrne
Eve Casey
Susan Baker Conklin
Patricia A. Dzmil
Jeanette Esposito
Mary Francois
Janie Gale go
Reita J. Gellerman
Marie N. Gerus
Florence Alter Getz
Paul M. Giacona
Sandra J. Goldberg
Margaret Dooley Greeley
Jo-Ellen Gurkin
Claire Raisner Hertzberg
Karen M. Hipscher
Karen E. Hopper
Pearl F. Hutter
Celine Ann Hyer
R ose Juliano
Susan R. Kasen
Barbara Laurie
Cynthia L. Males
Dorothy Marshall
Ronaid~G. Merritt ·
Margaret.PCM'dtgiiri
. .., . ., ..........Richard
. ..........._.. .....~-~t:z. '. ~ : . ..

MAGNA CUM LAUDE - 3.65-3.84

Michael Brader
Bernice Altman Brooks
Michael J. Capezza
Adelle P. Dapkus
Camille Frederick
Paula Koenigsberg Freedland
Anita A. Kostove
Dana J. Kubick
Linda Levy
Patricia R. Lewis
Linda M. Marshall .
Shirley B. Miller
Jean Mingle
Janice Moster
Jeanne Nebel
Carol J . O'Hara
Brenda Rems
Frances Rygiel
Susan J. Wasko
Doris Zobal

By MARYLYNN FRANKS

administration , students, alumni,
The ugliness •of vandalism is
and staff.
painfully . evident in the College
The honorary chairman in Center's T . V . Io unge. 'The
charge of planning the program is pleasant, well-furnished room, just
John Kean, chairman of the Board opened this fall, has been grossly
of Trustees. Sub-committe.es also mistreated. The most depressing
have been named. Members of the aspect .0 f the problem. is that the
Program Committee are :· Dr. damage is not due to mere
Arthur Jonas, chairman, · Mr. carelessness, but to deliberate,
Martin Buchner, Dr. Catheryn malicious violence.
Eisenhardt, Mr. Jack Pla"tt, Dr.
The most striking example of
Evelyn Wendt , Mr. David this vandalism is the damage
Litchenstein , and Miss Maureen . discovered last Thursday. An
Higgins.
·
$ 150 marble table top was found
Dr. R occo Lorusso is chairman broken into five pieces. Judging
of the Eugene G. Wilkins Lecture from the weight of . one-fifth· of
Committee. Other members the marble s l a b , the
include; Dr. Mathhew Dolkey , Dr. accomplishment of its total
Jam es D o rsey, Dr. Dorothy destruction must have required a
Hennings, Dr. Edward LaCrosse, great deal of strength and
Dr. Arnold Rice , Dr. Herbert determination on the part of the
Samenfeld, Dr. Dorothy Strauss, vandals.
and Dr. Douglas Tatton.
Five other tables have been
broken, as well as nine of the
Publicity Committee members molded plastic chairs. The sturdy
include : Mr. Williard Zweidinger , construction of this furniture
chairman, Mrs. Marian Brown, Dr. makes it obvious that it took a
Clifford Bush, Mr. Edward great deal of perverted thought
Callahan , Dr. Joseph Darden, Miss and effort to ruin it.
Deering, Dr. George Gens, Miss
The College Center Board has
Diana Regan , Mrs. Richman; Mr.
posted notice that if the
Ronald Riley, Mrs. Thompson ,
vandalism continues, the lounge
Dr. Vaughn Eames, Mrs. Schulley ,
will be closed indefinitely.
and Dr. John O'Meara.

N.J. Colleges Face
Tripled Costs
The annual cost of operating
New Jersey 's six state colleges and
Rutgers University will probably
triple to $400 or $5 00 million by
the mid-l 970's, according to the

Vandalized
Furniture

State Department of Higher
Education.
A spokesman for the
department said that the estimate
of future operation costs was
based on the fact that salaries and
o ther costs are increasing by some
five per-cent per year, and that by
the mid-l 970's, the capacity of
the public institutions would be
doubled. An estimated 113 ,000 to 130,000 students would be
enrolled by 1975.
The information was contained
in an initial draft of the states first
master plan for higher education
which has been distributed to
members of the higher education
community for comment and/or
criticism

It suggests that to
accommodate the increased
demand for space by community
college transfer students in the
future , the four-year institutions
move toward an enrollment
distribution between upper and
lower divisions at a ratio of 60 to
40.
According to the draft, the
first goal of the envolving New
Jersey system of higher education
is to provide a student with the
opportunity to pursue higher
education according to his ability
and motiviation , however, "in the
years immediately ahead, such
opportunity will not be open to
all who desire it, due to the
limitation of resources, public an d
private."
The 58-page draft also says
that from $1 5 0 to $ 25 0 million
more will be needed by 1972 to
meet the d eman d for
undergraduate spaces.

Schedule of Events
SUNDAY, MAY 18th
3:00 p.m.
"Elijah"

7:45 p.m.

CCB Film Committee Movie:
"The Severi th Seal" Admission: Free
MONDAY, MAY 19th
Last Day of Classes
12: 15-1 :40
Faculty Association Mee ting
4:00-5:00
Tea for Retiring Faculty .
TUESDAY, MAY 20th
8:00-4:30
First Day of Final Exams
WEDNESDAY, MAY 21st
8:00-4.:30
Final Exams
4 :00-6 :00
Graduate Division Tea
5:45-7:15
Faculty Staff Buffet
10:5 0-1:00 · Faculty Senate Meeting

Theatre tor
Per_forming A~ts
Theatre for
Performing Arts

Little Theatre
Downs Hall
Little Theatre
Little Theatre
Downs Hall
Downs Hall
, :'
Library Conference
room

THURSDAY, MAY 22nd
Little Theatre ·
8:00-4:30
Final Exams
Alumn.i Lounge
5:45-8:00
College Center Board Meeting
SUMMA CUM LAUDE - 3.85 to 4 . . FRIDAY, MAY 23rd ..
Little Theatre
8:00-4:30
Final Exams
Jean Baird
f-!t,x ~ppm- i' !
tP0~:PD_ ,' ., Cpuncil Meetjng
Olga T. Hansen
..~ l l
, 1.~ l
,
•! ~j : / t;
rJ.' .... j ~•i
~{\-J',lJR.1)~~))1A);' 24th ,, ',\,
E1inor Barbara Koll
Final Exams
, , ; , , ·1: 1 u •.. ¼.H-lf l h~atr~,,, r.' _,
R'obert J . Wieman
, 8:00-4:30
1

~

.. • .. •••••• • ••• ·• .. •• -.,...,. .. _.....,,.--:-r• •

t .
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Benson Elected

Festival Chorus To Sing
''.Elijah'' H ere Sunday
Mendhelssohn's "Elijah" will be
sung at the Newark State College
Theater for the Performing Arts at
3 p .m. Sunday , May 18, by the
college's Festival Chorus .
Conductor will be Mr. James
Cullen, a member of the Music
Department faculty.
The Festival Chorus is
comprised of students, faculty
members and other singers from
communities throughout the
North Jersey area who perform
one, or two major choral works
every year, including an annual
performance of Handel's
" Messiah." There will be about
I 00 voices in the Elijah chorus.
The chorus was organized eleven
years ago by Mr. Jack Platt,
chairman of the Mu sic
Department, and has served since
that time to identify the college as
a cultural center for surrounding
communities.
Soloists for the Elijah
performance are Margaret Kalil of
the Metropolitan Opera, soprano;
Annajean Brown of the Newark
State College music faculty,
contralto; Willard Pierce, soloist at
Central Presbyterian Church in
New York City , tenor, and Fred
Jones, oratorio and concert singer,
baritone.
Miss Kalil, a member of the
Metropolitan Opera since 1965,
has appeared in oratorio and
operatic performances throughout
the United States and in Mexico.
She had been soloist with leading
symphony orchestras, including
the New York Philharmonic with
Leonard · Bernstein conducting at
Carnegie Hall and The Boston

Symphony at Tanglewood, and
has toured as a soloist with The
Robert Shaw Chorale.
She was a soloist under the
baton of Thomas Dunn for the
1963 Mid-Summer Festival at
Lincoln Center and appeared that
December with the Concert
Artists' Guild Award Concert at
Town Hall. She won acclaim as
Leonora in a concert performance
of Beethoven' s " Fidelio" with the
New Haven Opera Society under
the direction of Gustav Meier and
as soloist at the Long Island
Festival Concerts.
Miss Brown was a member o(
the original Broadway cast of
Menotti's "The Medium" and h as
appeared with the Chautauqua
Opera Company, Chautauqua,
New York . An Alumnus of Drake
Unive rsity , Des Moines, Iowa , the
American Conservatory of Music ,
Chicago, Illinois, and the Mannes
Music School, New York City, she
has studied extensively in Vienna,
Austria, and has appeared in
concerts and operas in Vienna,
Graz and Linz. She heads the
Voice Department at Newark
State.
Mr. Pierce has appeared in
Broadway musicals, on television
on Radio City Music Hall and
Town Hall stages, and has been
soloist with leading orchestras
throughout the United States,
Canada, and Mexico. At present
he is a soloist at Central
Presbyterian Church in New York
City . He has appeared with the
Newark State College Festival
Chorus on several occasions in the
past.

Daniels Plans For
Campus FM Stations
By Diane Armi nio

Newark State College is
evolving in more ways than one
into a university. Jim Daniels,
Class of '72, and others are
presently working to obtain the
necessary permissions to operate
an FM radio station on campus.
Daniels emphasized that this
station will be done "by Newark
State for Newark State."
Before establishing the radio
station Daniels needs to obtain
and complete an application from
the Federal Communication
Committee (F.C .C.). "Anyone
desiring to set-up a radio station
· must first receive permission from
the F.C.C.," Daniels explained.
"Not all receive this permission,"
he continued, "because the
location of your station influences
your chances. The station may be
in an area already crowded with
frequencies or, too, the size of the
community may not be large
enough to warrant one."
Not only must he receive the
"O.K." from the F.C.C. , Daniels
must present the proposal of
establishing an FM radio station
to the Student Org. However,
Daniels said that unofficially
Student Org. has approved the
proposal and the presentation of
it to the Org, -will " make it all
official." If Student Org. does
approve • the 'propo·sal and if the

F.C.C. also grants permission, the
needed funds (which is tentatively
set at $10,000) will come from
the Student Org. and from N.S.C .
"But," Daniels said, "the station
hopes to evolve into a financially
independent situation."
Once established, Daniels
believes that creative ideas will
shape the structure of the
programming. One, a
"Night-Club" program is to be
initiated on which invited guests
"having something to say" will
answer questions from student
callers. Also, the organizers plan
to solicit a critique from the
students therefore, obtaining the
student's view on how the
programs are being and should be:
run.
The . tentative sites for an
on-campus station are the East
and Hex rooms in the Student
Center or a room in Willis Hall
which is electrically suited ; but,
the primary site is a room in the
Kean Building because of its
location and its height for
placement of antennas. .
Anyone interested in working
with the station, can contact Jim
personally or through his mailbox,
No. 28. "Typists, disc jockeys,
technical electricians, reporters
are all needed ; the service from
anyone in the college commup}ty,
would be appreciated;" DaJ)'i,els
said.
.
I
.•
I'

To N.]. Office

Mr. Jones, a native of Morton,
Mississippi, has appeared on
Broadway and the television
screen. Soloist with symphony
orchestras throughout the
country, he has had wide
experience in oratorios. He is
associated with the Metropolitan
Opera studio and received much
acclaim from New York music
critics for his Town Hall recital.
He has recently returned from a
six months' singing tour of
Europe.
Mi ss Rosalind Dobie of
Maplewood and Mr. Aden Lewis
of the Newark State music faculty
are acco mpanists for the
performance.

Dr. Kenneth Benson, professor
of physical education at Newark
State College, has been elected
first vice president of the
Association of New Jersey State
College Faculties.
Dr. Donald Duclos of Paterson
State College replaces Dr. Donald
Cicero as president of the
organization.
Under New Jersey's
recently-enacted Public
Employment Relations Act, local
ANJSCR affiliates seek election as
the negotiat ions representative for
faculties at each state college.
" Our fust challenge," says Dr.
Duclos, "is to win these elections,
scheduled Thursday and Friday

(May 8 and 9) on each state
college campus."
Dr. Howard Haas, professor of
business education at Montclair
State College will serve as second
vice president, Dr. Jean Sharrock,
professor of education at Jersey
City State College, continues as
secretary, and Dr. Donald
Pierpoint, assistant professor of
education at Glassboro State
College, continues as treasurer.
The ANJSCF is composed of
some 2,000 faculty members from
New Jersey's six state colleges.
The officers were elected on May
2 by the association 's Executive
Council at a meeting held on the
Trenton State College campus.

Feeney Expounds On The Nature
Of Student Politics, '68-'69
By P. J. Feeney

The reason why it is not is due
to the large number of council
members who do not care or
participate . In essence, they
delegate their authority to the
President and become uniformed,
uninterested yes men.
John Freeman and his
supporters were entirely correct in
saying that there exists and elitess
clique that runs student
government. The reason why they
run it is that everyone lets them.
Fortunately, Nero and Price have
fulfilled the duties of their
position faithfully and honorably
and I have no reason to believe
that Mr. Loehning will not follow
this tradition of concerned,
sincere leadership. But, as for
Student
Organization, I feel free
Pete Feeney at Counc il.
Education, Program for the in saying that for the most part, it
Disadvantaged, Posting of grades, is dead (hopefully , just dormant).
New Parking lots, and Student
The Faculty Senate behind the
Freedoms. Our views are heard in leadership of our Sociology
the Chancellor's Office, Trustee professor, Dr. J. C. Hutchinson ,
communications , and local has a!so made milestones in
newspapers. We are represented in faculty involvement. The main
National Student Conferences to areas of their contributions has
help keep up with the tirr}es.
been Curriculum, Student Life,
This list is impressive, Personnel Policies, and general
comprehensive and most College Policy.
meaningful. However, it could be
(Continued on Page 8)
more.

Today, colleges and universities
across the nation are being faced
with problems concerning
students on all levels of college
life. What has been happening on
Newark State College's campus?
Are we to expect the same kind of
chaos and violence other
campuses witness? This article .will
be for some, informative; for
others, interesting and
stimulating; and for a pitifully
high percentage, as meanginful as
Chinese characters.
~I maintain that there is no
reason to expect open violence on
our campus in the near future .
Firstly, the Student Organization
and the Faculty Senate have
miraculously managed to stay
about two steps ahead of the
times. Secondly, I sincerely doubt
the capacity of any " radical"
fringe to organize any existing
dissident elements into a
concerted effort. The biggest
problem that consistantly faces
radical movements is the large
white elephant of student apathy
that just may be polarized to
reject . and ostracize radical
elements; ie. Columbia Graduate
Students.
To digress for a few moments
to the significance of Student
Organization, I would like to say
that the only reason for its success
has been its leadership. Frank
Nero and Bill Price over the last
two years have been Student
Organization. Liberal, progressive
student views Were expressed
honestly , vigorously and sincerely
concerning top priority issues
such as Graduated Cut System,
Due Process, Athletic Structure,
Committee for Undergraduate
0

Classified Ads

The "Seventh Seal", a movie
directed by Ingmar Bergman,
will be presented in the TPA, i
Sunday, May 18, at 7:45 by '
the CCB.
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favorite gardener. Think he' d
like them? Love,
DING-A-LING

Wanted : One male date for

To whomever "borrowed" or is
holding on to one Lloyd's
AM-FM radio left in Willis 317
on Thursday, May 1, please
contact Sherry, MB No. 701.
Generous reward offered.

high school senior prom on
6-6-69. Qualifications:
I . A vailibility on date
specified
2. Over 6 ft. tall
3. Good personality
4. Easy to get along with
5. Must have tux.
If interested, please send
qualifications to MB No. 687.
Please apply by 5-20-69.

NOTICE:

I

Lo st: Gold charm bracelet with
two charms ; one a circle, the
other a heart. Very
Sentimental. Please return to
Whiteman Hall, Mailbox No.
1033.

,

Girl looking for roommate to
share apartment in Union. Call
687-8751

----

WHAT IS A BAHA'I?
Look in your mailbox and find
out!

Come to a Baha'i Fireside on
Saturday, May 17th, 8 p.m. 56
Denham Road, Springfield,
N .J . Topic of discussion:
Dear JPE,
"Dawn of a New Age" For
My dog Maxie foup.,d _~ ,few . further information contact
flowers in my: backyard :'"'/ I.' d Joan Cingar MB No. '2-74•or call , '
like to give '. tl;_ieJI.l:, ~o, IJlY 376-6583 .
- I 1
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Disgrace
" Truth cannot be /orce,l, b~t must be allowed to plead /or itJel/."

On The Ex-Officio Seat
For many years, Newark State College
Student Organization has served as a
dominant force in New Jersey, in the areas
of student participation and academic
development.
University campuses throughout the
nation have displayed a panorama of
harassment and chaos as manifested by riot
and rebellion. Communication, a trust,
words hackneyed and worn thin more often
from disuse than by usage, still pierce the ivy
towers as the principal and foremost
justification of student unrest. The
emminent college scene should serve as a
conclusive precursor to Newark State
students.
Last Friday, Student Council defeated a
motion which would allow for the seating of
a representative from the Collegians for
Black Action (CBA) as an ex-officio ,
non-voting member of Student Organization.
Executive Board.
Objectively, INDEPENDENT interprets
the action displayed by Council as
unaccountable, delatory , and reactionary .
The entire Council is not to be admonished,
President William Loehning vehemently, but
unfortunately, ineffectually argued in
support of the motion. [n addition, the
motion was lauded by an overwhelming
majority of council members, yet it lacked
one vote to surpass the required two-thirds
vote for a constitutional amendment.
Principally and most emphatically, the
INDE P ENDENT sees little "privilge"
delegated to the ex-officio position

proposed , and if so, to would seem to be a
very cheap price to pay for the progress of
the college community. No action of
tokenism has been committed as both the
CBA and Student Organization Executive
Boards decided JOINTLY that this would be
a progressive step towards a positive campus
atmosphere.
The greatest factors facing the college
community , are fear and distrust for certain
people, and in this instance, specifically the
black students. The black student must be
accepted as knowledgable and trustworthy
equal of the college community before
positive progress can catalyze in the area of
racial relations.
The INDEPENDENT sees the ex-officio
position as one of great benefit to Council as
an advisor on black student affairs, and
finding legal and peaceful methods of
r e solving campus difficulties. An
issue-ori e nted council rather than a
crisis-oriented one can provide advanced
precaution against deleterious student
unrest.
The INDEPENDENT notes that a great
number of council members were absent at
the meeting and that "there was a great
amount of ignorance involved in the voting"
due to ill-preparation.
The INDEPENDENT earnestly suggests
that Council immediately re-evaluate their
previous decision, in order to maintain the
credibility of Newark State Student
Leadership.

\'

To the Editor, (sic.) :
As stated in
the
IN D EPENDENT (May 2)
approximately 700 State College
Stu d ents had brought their
grievances to the conference on
higher education which was held
_Monday , April 28, in Trenton's
War Memorial Auditorium.
Of these 700 STUDENTS,
approximately 25 were from
Newark. State College. This is a
disgrace to our school.
Glassboro State had 300
representatives, Trenton State
400, Montclair State 7,0, Paterson
State 50, Jersey City State, a
college with far less facilities than
NSC , was represented by I 00
students.
, Last year, about 2000 students
participated in the march on
Trenton. These people came from
all over the state of New Jersey .
Glassboro, Montclair , and Trenton
State were represented by 300 to
400 students each. NSC had 26
spokesmen.
Every year, there is a roar from
our mouths demanding
improvements in our school, but
the number of people ready to
worR for these improvements is
ever diminishing.
President Wilkins excused all
who attended the conference of
April 28 from classes. Except for
those who were ill or had tests to
face, no one had a reason for not
participating in the conference.
DEAR students, we already
have a good school. Why work to
improve it? Why not let it drown
in an ocean of decay or a sea of
apathy? We all know that an
education isn ' t worth the effort it
takes to obtain it.
Class Gaska
Class of '72

Statistical
Services
To The Editor:
Under the " Public Relations"
section of the line budget of the
Men's Athletic Association, which
was approved for the 1968-69
there exists a clause which states:
" Statistical Service .. ...... $30.00."
As "Official Statistician" for the

year 1968-69, of the Varsity
Basketball Team, I felt it my
responsibility to investigate the
purpose of this item and its'
relation to my position. Upon
investigation, in referring to the
original au th ors of this article , I
received information leading me
to believe that the " Official
Statistician" was to be the
recipient of this sum
With this in mind,
approached Dr. Benson, Director
of Athletics, who signed a
voucher, thereby allowing for due
payment of this sum, upon
approval by the Dean of Students.
Also included on this voucher was
the approval of Treasurer of
Student Organization, who acted
in accordance with the approved
line item
Upon arrival of the check, the
Dean of Students refused to sign
on the grounds that students do
not get monetarily rewarded for
their services to the school.
I submit, that, in general , this
is true . Varsity Basketball Players
do not receive money bu t they do
receive " personal rewards" such as
letters, sweaters and a Varsity
Awards Dinner. The " Official
Statistician" in respect to his
position, receives none of these.
In essence, he receives no
recognition for his efforts
whatsoever!
In his capacity, the " Official
Statistician", must
l ) Keep statistics of all
Basketball Games - 24 games in
one season.
2) Submit statistics to the
"Independent" .
3) Submit Statistics to NAIA
Statistics Service in Kansas City
(If this is not done , no recognition
is given to either players or the
team, for the season.)
In addition, I also received
information to the effect that this
sum would be in the budget for
next year. As "Official
Statistician" , I feel it my
responsibility to strongly oppose
those actions which have been
taken against my receiving this
alloted sum, and in accordance
will continue my efforts to see
that justice can be done.
Respectfully ,
ROBERT J. KRUPNIK ,
Official Statistician
Year 68-69
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Analysis:

Multi-Media
Show
By TERRY SAVAGE

Last Thursday night, the sense
of Newark State students was
bombarded with mixed media
experiment in the Theatre for the
Performing Arts. Trisha Brown
Schlicher and her troupe, working
out of New York City, presented
audio visual and oral situations to
the · audience, using human
movement, film projections and
sound from both the actors and
the audience . W. Carl Burger,
artist and Fine Arts faculty
members are presenting this and
future programs "to acquaint the
NSC community of the new
mixed media environment
presentations. These include new
projection techniques, the
Bauhaus principles of theatres of
sound, sight and smell, and the
experiments of new material for
theatre environments : luminous
plastics, helium filled balloons,
and elastic material encompassing
a entire company of dancers.
The show consisted of mainly
five situations, the first being Miss
Brown , dressed in a yellow bra
and paper mache costume ,
strapped into a rocking horse
frame and lifted bodily by four
men who proceeded to fly her
around the stage as if she were in
some sort of hovering device or
"flying carpet."
Other acts consisted of a
theatre black-out with a sound
game tracing an imaginary map
with words; a falling game in
which Miss Brown and her partner
took turns trying to anticipate
and catch the others as they
deliberately flee. Another
segment , in which Miss Brown
walked, skipped, and meandered
around the stage while the viewers

EXERCISE

YOUR
'WILL'.. POWER

• (Continued on Pa)!c 7)

Campus Disorders, Why?
By Dorothy Asmund

Throughout the United States
adults are viewing the TV
"dramas" covering the student
demonstrations and saying: "They
ought to be put in jail" or, "They
have more opportunities now than
WE ever had and they ' re STILL
not satisfied ; what MORE do tJ:i.ey
want?" (Have they ever tried
LOVE?)
lf Americans are so highly
educated, how come so few of
them ponders the question:
WHY? If they did, perhaps they
might find some answers.
Do they realize that the
fundamental structure of the
college needs reform to keep up
with a changing, more corporate
society? The technological ,
democratic society that we live in
demands highly intelligent and
"aware" people. To meet this
need we have instituted
COMPULSORY education. We
have required ALL people to go
to school and implicitly state that
"You don't HA VE to go to
college, but if you don' t, you'll
never 'make it' on your own. " So
you keep this human being under
society's wing until he is
approximately 21 years of age.
During this period, however, he
learns only one thing very well.
He learns to take orders! He learns
to "fit in" . But does anyone
realize that you can ' t force a
person to "fit in"; he must find
his own niche ALL BY
HIMSELF? If society has elected
to play custodian to millions of
human beings, it must give them
ROOM TO BREATHE! If you
compel people to get an
education, at least give them a
chance to have some say in
educational policy and a chance
to shape their OWN destiny , not
society 's. We live in a deri1ocracy

I will switch to Tampax tampons,
the internal sanitary protection
that outsells all others combined.
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I will be more relaxed and
confident in any situation
because Tampax tampons can't
show or cause odor.
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I will be completely comfortable
because Tampax tampons can't
be felt when they're properly in
place.
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STUDY IN CUERNAVACA
SPRING TERM 1970

ALTERNATIVES IN EDUCATION
A THREE MONTH TERM

Twe lve seminars on the practice and ideolo_gy of ~ch~oling, especially in La~in Ameri~a? ~~d the 1nyes~1gat1on
of alternative educational poss1b1l1t1es. The aim 1s to ~evelop a fundamental critique of existing and alternative
educational systems.
Seminars are scheduled to accommodate students from
U.S. Colleges (Quarte_r or Se~ester Plan) and can be
combined with Intensive Spanish and other courses at
CIDOC
Write:
APD0.479, Cuernavaca, Mexico

r, •
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VISTA LIVES

CI DOC-SPR ING 1970

TA M PAX INCORPORATCD . PAL M ER . M A S S.
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Films And D iscussion w ill be held ON Thurs. May 15 at 1: 30 PM
If you 're not part of the solution you ' re part of the problem
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VISTA · Lives
On Campus
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As a result they must "conform"
or be ostracized. But in
conforming, a person pays a price
- his self-respect. In order to get
ANYPLACE you must submit to
conforming opinions when you
climb the LADDER OF
SUCCESS. If you do reach the
top , you have sold your ideals
down the river so many times tha t
you are in no position to suddenly
"assert yourself'.
But society needs individual,
intelligent thought now more than
ever to keep it alive and dynamic .
However, this new individuality
interacts with people on a deeper
level of awareness. It changes, it
guides, it adjusts, it innovates .. .
it FIGHTS. It is HARD . It makes
FIRST CLASS CITIZENS!
Adults say that the 18 year old
can die in Vietnam, but they also
say he cannot vote. We live in a
democracy , but make our schools
totalitarian in nature. People give
lip service to honesty and "hard
work" yet at the same time give
homage to billionaires who have
gotten their money by
unscru ptulous and even criminal
means. The United States had
plenty of food, yet we are letting
Biafra starve for fear we might be
"criticized". What has happened
Students learn all kinds of to American ideals. Where did
subject matter, but are they ever they go?
With all these hypocracies in
taught to defend themselves and
their ideas verbally in a socially this world , do you still wonder
acceptable fashion? I think not. WHY?

VISTA Recruiters will be on Campus For I nformation and
Applications From 9: 00 AM To 3: 30 PM

I will no longer worry about the
discomfort and inconvenience
of sanitary napkins, pins and
belts.

AR E

yet we educate our children to
live in a totalitarian state. Then
you wonder why students respond
to faschistic type leadership. They
don't know how to do anyting
else but "follow" or "drop out".
Do they also realize that
polarization of the racial problem
only avoids the real issue? The
real issue is a human problem. The
violence on the campuses are open
manifestations of aggression due
to impositions that society has
put on ALL HUMAN BEINGS.
EVERYONE reacts to it
REGARDLESS of race,
background , etc. The white
middle class who has society's
values influencing him reacts in a
" passive aggression" that to the
insensitive eye is invisible. Apathy
is part of the reaction, in addition
to doing a minimum of work in
school in order to "get by"
thereby preserving some of their
"independence" . The negro, not
being a really integral part of
society does not have the
tremendous socializing "nice ties"
that the white person has working
on him. He reacts in a more
actively aggressive fashion to
defend his individuality and is
more openly hostile to this
totalitarian, passivite schooling.

May 15, 16

I will ride a bike, swim, play
tenn is, dance ... and do my daily
exercises every day of the month
if I wish.

TA M PA X ® TA M P O N S
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Student Profiles:

Edward A. Esposito, Editor-of The Independent
I

Ex-Editor-In-Chief of the Independent, Edward Esposito as seen throughout the 1968-69 year.

By DAVE LICHTENSTEIN

Ed Esposito graduated from Bayonne High School in 1965. At
Newark State he has participated as a member of Student Council,
Finance Board, Vice President of his class (as a Sophomore), and four
years on the Independent; as staff member, Advertising Manager,
Managing Editor, and Editor-In-Chief.
In the following interview he discusses various aspects of campus
life and the role of the newspaper on campus.
ED ESPOSITO - EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

INDEPENDENT - As Editor , how do you view the position of our
student government as it has changed over the past few years?
Esposito - The College has been growing, a student organization has
also expanded considerably. Student Org. is just getting over the shock
of realizing the amount of power it controls.
It is continuing to gain a larger voice in the academic community
and will continue to broaden its scope. Jt is no longer just a 'social'
organ, but it is genuinely considered with the educational process of the
college community.
INDEPENDENT - How has the INDEPENDENT changed during the
four years you have worked on it?
Esposito - The overall concept of it as a campus newspaper has
matured, and it has matured along all lines of respectable journalism.
· The staff has also been maturing and is less reactionary than in
previous years; it is more concerned with the college population.
INDEPENDENT - What do you feel the role of a college newspaper
should be?
Esposito - It should be an "INDEPENDENT" organ on campus not
under the mandate of any outside forces ; the editors of the paper must
be free to print what they want.
The newspaper should function towards the best overall interests
of the campus and not be geared towards any one group, since it is the
only means of mass communication on campus.
INDEPENDENT - How has the INDEPENDENT lived up to these
standards?
Esposito - It has done very well ; a reputable job. I would like to see, in
the future, the INDEPENDENT given more autonomous freedom and
also retribution for the editors, either in the form of a scholarship or
salary.
INDEPENDENT - How do you feel about the possibility of the
formation of a publication board?
Esposito - That problem has been resolved. If at any time a crisis
arises, the editors of the five main campus publications
(INDEPENDENT, MEMORIABLIA, DANA REVIEW, BASBU, and
PISCES) will sit down and work it out.
But I consider the formation of any censor board determental to
the publications ad and bad for the college community in general.
INDEPENDENT - What do you feel about the INDEPENDENT's
relation to Student Organization?
Esposito - Of course, the newspaper must be independent from
Student Government, although . ~orking with Council for the
betterment of the campus.
But we should not be aligned so closely with Student
Organization that we cannot disagree with them. When we agree with
them, as with the faculty or administration, we will give them editorial
support.
INDEPENDENT - How do you feel about the changes you have seen
on campus?
Esposito - The college is in its adolescence stage. When we moved to
the Union campus we had a rebirth. The campus is presently growing
very rapidly and is moving towards a mature University status. Now is
the roughest period in this transition.
(Con tinued on Page .9)

doyour .
con.-- lenses lead
a clean life?

Contact lenses can be
heaven ... or hell . They
may be a wonder of
modern science but just
the slightest bit of dirt
under the lens can make
them unbearable . In
order to keep your contact lenses as comforta ble and convenient as
they were designed to be,
you have to take care of
them.
Until now you needed
two or more separate
solutions to properly prepare and maintain your
contacts . You would
think that caring for contacts should be as convenient as wearing them.
It can be with Lensine.
Lensine is the one lens
solution for complete
contact lens care. Just a
drop or two, before you
insert your lens,coats and
lubricates it allowing the
lens to float more freely
in the eye 's fluids. That's

because Lensine is an
"isotonic" solution,
which means that it
blends with the natural
fluids of the eye.
Cleaning your contacts
with Lensine retards the
buildup of foreign deposits on the lenses. And
soaking your contacts in
Lensine between wearing periods assures you
of proper lens hygiene.
You get a free soaking
case on the bottom of
every bottle of Lensine .
It has been demonstrated
that improper storage between wearings may
result in the growth of
bacteria on the lenses .
This is a sure cause of
eye irritation and in some
cases can endanger your
vision. Bacteria cannot
grow in Lensine which is
sterile, self-sanitizing,
and antiseptic.
Let your contacts be the
convenience they were
meant to be. Get some
Lensine, from the Murine
Company, Inc.
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President Bill Price making debut speech
at Freshman Orientation.

Bill Price at a Student Council Meeting.

Mr. Price at his last Council Meeting.

Student P rofiles:

Bill Price, President Of ·S tudent Organization
PRICE - Specifically , I aimed fo r situation whose main interest is
only slightly and still be able to
a Graduated Cut system, Posting athletics. The athletic situation of
pay for it.
of Grades, resolution of the this college had been mishandled
INDEPENDENT - Since you
Athletic situation, a guaranteed for years.
were a main figure in the
Due Process system, and INDEPENDENT - How do you
expansion of SCATE how do you
guaranteed student participation feel the rapid development and
feel about the direction which it
in such areas as tenure, registrar's expansion of the college will
has taken?
office and curriculum.
affect the framework of Student
PRICE - Unfortunately, I must
The cut system, posting of Organization?
admit that I see SCATE as only a
grades and the resolution of the PRICE - I am strongly in favor of
token organization. I think that
M.A.A. have all been achieved, re-apportioning the council
this college is doing a totally
and I hope now that the new representatives to meet the new
inadequate job in preparing
people will continue the started status of the college. I would like
teachers for the ghetto.
efforts in these other areas of to see ten students from each class
The problem I see with SCATE
elected as council representatives.
student participation.
is that it is only good for one or
INDEPENDENT - What major INDEPENDENT - How do you
two hours a week concerning one
problems have you tackled as feel about the security situation
particular tutor in one particular
on campus?
Student Org.· President?
school. When this college is willing
PRICE - The athletic situation PRI CE - I would like to see an
to commit itself to the welfare of
was a major problem. It was end-of-the-year report to be made
the ghetto community it will open
important in the way by which we a manditory subrnissal for Mr.
a center.
solved the issue, trying a new Callahan. I have been told many
I feel that is the responsibility
approach taken directly from times that improvements have
of this college to open such a
leadership; the Town and Campus been made, but as of yet, I don't
tutorial center sponsored, backed
see any .
Conference.
and staffed by the college,
But we really cannot have a faculty, and students.
But anyone who thinks that
the athletic problem is completely good security system until we get INDEPENDENT - How do you
solve d is sadly mistaken. However, a regular head of security. Right
feel about the position of the
at least now we have a group of now security is handled by the
black student on campus?
in d iv id uals working on the business director, which makes PRICE - One of the major
about as much sense as giving it to
responsibilities of Student
the maintenance director · to Government next year is a
control.
fostering of communication and
(Continu ed from Page 5)
INDEPENDENT - How do you dialogue between black and white
screamed "yellow-belly" at her experience, a new and different feel about the re-organization and students on campus.
and the last portion in which the experience every time . It is a field expanded budget of the College
The regressive actions of
projection of audio scenes, space with much room to grow and center Board?
Council last week prove that.
shots, and contorting bodies were promises much. At Newark State PRICE - I think that the Concerning the position of the
flushed on a screen accompanied and elsewhere there is a great need re-organization C.C.B . is a black student to Student Org., it
by loud blaring noises. Miss to provide a new and dynamic tremendous thing and a great job all ~epends upon what your
Brown climbed about the face of means to produce the " human was done of it. As for the budget, concept of student government is.
the screen and floated about its experience."
this will allow for the bringing of It is my personal opinion that
surface.
more big name groups onto when student government fails to
Attention Seniors!
The ever-changing multi media
campus, but I do not see how you represent the entire student body
Buy your prom bids now
theatres have numerous ways to
can raise their budget $ 15 ,000 it has failed its main purpose and
June 13 at the Shalimar.
be excited and fascinated to
and raise the Student Activity Fee primary responsibility .
create and produce a spectacular
By DAVE LICHTENSTEIN

Bill Price graduated from Essex
Catholic High in 1961. In his four
years at Newark State he has been
involved as a member of Student
Council, Photography editor of
the yearbook, N . S . A.
Co-Ordinator, a member of the
Theater Guild, Freshmen
Orientation Committee, Chairman
of Leadership Conference,
Chairman of SCATE and Student
Organization.
INDEPENDENT - What made
you decide to run for President?
PRICE - In my junior year I was
primarily concerned with SCATE
and had no intention of running
for the office. But then I saw the
office there and over a course of
three years as a council member I
saw things which nee d e d
improvement and change which I
thought I could do.
INDEPENDENT
You just
mentioned that there were certain
things you thought you could do.
What were they and do you feel
that you have accomplished these
goals?

Multi-Media Show

INDEPENDENT - It has been
charged by some students that
administrators such as the Dean of
Students are blocking progress in
the area of campus race relations.
How do you feel about this?
PRICE - Based on what I have
seen, I would have to answer that
the Dean of Students is
insensitative to the feelings of the
black students.
IN DEPEN DENT
Having
worked closely with President
Wilkins, how do you feel towards
his departure?
PRICE - I had a very good
working relationship with
President Wilkins.
INDEPENDENT - What changes
would you like to see made in the
future?
PRICE - I would like to see
non-political students involved in
their curriculum. For example,
student officials would be elected
to represent their department in
matters such as tenure.
In conclusion, I would also like
to say that I reject those who
claim the constant need for
violent demonstrations and
takeovers. I have seen too much
to prove otherwise. I am
suspicious of those who decry
things as they are , yet are
unwilling to work for those things
they seek. I know that this view
may be an unpopular one,
however I do not reject the idea
of physical confrontation when all
other methods have failed.
The new Council faces many
challenges in the coming year and
it will require the active
participation of every individual
who sought the right to serve.
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SEND OUT VIBRATIONS
165 ELMO RA AVENUE
ELIZABETH, N.J.
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BSU Demands At P.S.

An Argument For The
Abolition Of Grades
By Linda Morris

The resounding cry put forth
in education courses is - Educate
the whole child! This can prove to
be a very difficult, if not
impossible, task when the focus of
education is kept on strict
scholarship, with the students
attempts reviewed through his
grades. Indeed , the child has little
time for anything else.
The benefits of a school system
without the traditional grading
system are so numerous it is a
wonder that this plan of
evaluation has not b een
recognized sooner. As it stands
now, the idea is under intense
discussion and has even been put
into practice in a few places; it
will be a long time, however ,
before it is put into widespread
use. The greatest argument for
this plan is based on the fact that
it would definitely encourage, on
the part of the student , the search
for knowledge for knowlege's
sake. As the grading system stands
now, the student apparently ,
rather obviously, strives to achieve
grades rather than an
understanding of the subject
matter. Indeed, most students are
pleased with an A even if they
realize that they have little or no

understanding of the subject poor quality or that their native
matter. The manner in which they intelligence is not as great as
earned this grade means little to others is not the point in
the student, it is only the reality question . The point is that the
of the grade that they are student who receives a C grade in
concerned with. The fact that our present grading system may
they received a particular grade have done more work and put out
because they cheated on a test or more effort than the A student.
were a favorite of the teacher is The important idea here is that
not important. In fact, there is a the stu d ent must b e
good argument for the premise acknowledged for his effort if we
that the incidence of cheating are to foster interest and
would be greatly reduced if the enthusiasm in the classroom.
The last important fact that
pressure for grades were taken off
should be brought in is the effect
the student.
If the system were installed in a non-graded school system would
which the student were given only have on the student once he has
a grade of pass or fail it would completed his education . When
enable him to work at his own applying for a job or position the
speed. The poorer student would emphasis for selection would have
to be placed on what the student
not be likely to lose his incentive
if he was at all times recognized has to offer now, rather than what
for his efforts. Any student he has achieved in the past. This
should be evaluated on the basis is, of course, more important to
of the achievements he makes in everyone concerned and can only
relation to his own previous level be recognized when our present
rather than his relative position to grading system has been abolished
other students. One would and replaced by one of greater
surmise from the present system value and practicability.
that educators have never
recognized the fact that some
children are better students than
others. Whether the reason is that
their previous training was of a

The Board of Trustees at
Paterson State College, and the
president , Dr. James Olsen, met
with black students Friday night
to discuss demands made by the
Black Student Union .
About 25 or 30 students had
occupie d the president's office on
May 7 to press for action on their
demands, which included open
admissions policy; more black
history courses; and the hiring of
Black professors, even if not fully
certified. The occupation ended
when the students were promised
a meeting with the Trustees.

black oriented courses was
granted; the trustees also said they
are trying to hire more Black
professors who are qualified to
teach. The demand made by the
B.S.U. to hire Black teachers
regardless of qualifications
deficiencies was denied by the
Board.
The third demand , for an open
admissions policy , was denied on
the grounds that the funds
necessary for such a program were
not availa ble . At this point, the
black stu dents walked out on the
meeting, because they reportedly
felt they were getting the
runaround from the Board, with
no definite answers on their
demands.

On Thursday, May 9, black
students occupied and chained the
doors of Raubinger Hall, the main
classroom building, from about
4 :00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m., but left
Dr. Olsen has granted amnesty
when promised an immediate to all students involved in the
meeting with the president. SDS occupations, but in the future
members continued to guard the those taking buildings will b;
doors of the building until noon , punished to the full extent of the
when the black students returned law.
and cleaned up the mess made
Another meeting with the
during the occupation.
black students has been planned
The meeting on Friday night for May 26, which will allow more
in eluded a point-by-point time for the Trustees to study the
discussion of Black Student Union demands and provide answers for
demands. The request for more the B.S.U.

Feeney Expounds
(l 011 11nu ed from Page 3)

Unfortunately , they too are
gripped with problems of apathy .
There are just too many brilliant
people hiding behind desks, trees,
cars, and Doctoral degrees. Please
come out, wherever you are!
The second reason previously
stated concerned "radical"
elements. In a conversation with
an N.S.A. representative familiar
with N.S.C., I found that there
really is no radical fringe. A
representative from S.D.S. comes
annually to the campus to speak.
He made about as much impact as
Clark made on the white elephant;
he could not communicate with
them
Ah , communication! I think
we may have finally hit upon it.
Everyone concerned is making a
sincere, almost dying effort to
improve communication and
understanding. Mr. Price and
President Wilkens have organized
mini-conferences , bitch-ins
concerning any problems one may
like to air. Dean O'Brien is also
making an effqrt. Dean Samenfeld
even grew long hair and now
wears boots.
Gentlemen, all efforts are
commendable, however, I seem to
detect a note of fear, anxiety, Qd
insecurity, Perhaps that is a
problem built within our paranoic
society. To relate one instance,
Dr. Wilkens called a special joint
meeting of the Faculty Senate and
Student Organization. We were
presented with three prepared
statements that, I guess, were to
become College Policy concerning
Student Violence. As I was sitting
there all I could say to myself
was, "These poor people are
scared stiff." Fortunately the
wisdom of a Far Eastern Scholar

saved u~ from becoming an
irrational mob.
Something must be done , and
soon for time is of the essence and
can work against us. The Faculty
Senate has begun its move by
including students on faculty
committees. They have also
started a committee which will
search the feasibility of an all
college Senate. The desire is
present to effect change.
The administration will receive
a new leader and will hopefully
enter a new era of progressive
reforms. Their progress must be
studied and kept on the move.
Student Organization must
change. It is imperative that
Council become more relevant to
all students and the college
community. Council should
consider several alternatives to
change its constitution. Some
alternatives could be the
following:
I)
Proportional
representation {ie., one
representative per I 00 students)
of the total student population.
Candidates should be put on one
ballot and voted upon in one
election. 2) Representatives from
concerned interest groups should
be appointed to co uncil as voting
members. 3) A whole council
consisting of interest groups not
divisions of class.
These are but a few that could
be considered. But the urgency of
the matter must be realized . Do
something and do it with
dispatch.
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Asmund Offers,

Edward _
A. Esposito
(Continued from Page 6)

For example, we have the change of a major Liberal Arts
curriculum, new positions of Deans and the approaching appointment
of a new President.
INDEPENDENT - What about the possibility of a second newspaper
on campus?
Espositio - There is no reason why there couldn't be a second
publication, especially considering the rapid growth of the campus.
However, a second newspaper with the same format as the
INDEPENDENT would not be a success because the stu dents are
presently satisfied with the present one. A new radical format might be
successful but I really do not think that.enough people on this campus
are ready for a radical change - yet there is always a possibility.
INDEPENDENT - How would you reply to the accusations that the
INDEPENDENT is a 'closed' organization working oi:tly for certain
individuals and groups?
Esposito - I would have to say that it is a false claim. It is very easy to
point an accusing finger at an established organization, yet in my th~ee
and a half years on the paper no one has been able to present a real,
concrete argument.
'INDEPENDENT - How do you feel about President Wilkins retiring?
Esposito - He is a very understanding gentleman with high ideals for
the college.
INDEPENDENT - Do you think the INDEPENDENT is a
'perpetuation of the same old clique'?
Esposito - No . The door is always open to new ideas and new people.
We have constantly been striving to get new blood in here for further
representation. But the INDEPENDENT is NOT a Democracy; as a
college newspaper it is not supposed to be.
INDEPENDENT - How do you feel about the possibility of open
elections for the Editor•In-Chief of the INDEPEDENT?
Esposito - I am strongly against it. It could too easily turn into a
popularity contest. More is needed than popularity to be a good editor ;
it is a job which demands a "S tick-to-it-ness" character.

INDEPENDENT - In closing, is there anything you would like to note?
Esposito - I just hope that the INDEPENDENT continues to grow as it
has in the past with the progressive growth of the college.

Where ·Is The
By Dorothy Asmund

Do we really foster individual
social, intellectual and emotional
development? Children go
through school learning the
"prescribed" number of skills and
cou rses during a "prescribed"
number of years . D uring
elementary school, children are
· told what to do , how to behave
and what subjects they should
know. In high school, they are
given a profound choice : They
can " choose" between a College
Preparatory , a Business, or a
General Course of study. And this
IS a profound choice , for it may
affect a child's entire life. But no
matter what course they choose ,
their school life follows a
" prescribed" pattern of courses
with little opportunity for choice.
In college, students are obliged to
take more " prescribed" course s
that are "important" leaving a
tiny portion for elective courses.
Then they graduate, and low and
behold they are supposed to be
able to take their places in life and
be " good" citizens! But to be
good citizens in a democracy
means having good judgement,
being able to think for yourself,
being active and creative in
government, being able to know
what is going on around you , etc.
In other words, a good citizen in a
democracy must be "intelligent" .
My question is: Do we foster
intelligence when we force
students to live un der a

"Saturday afternoon
isn't nearly as tough
as Saturday night~'
We keep warning you to be careful how you use Hai Karate®
After Shave and Cologne. We even put instructions
on self-defense in eve ry package. But your varsity
sweater and best silk ties can still get torn to
shreds. That's why you 'll want to wear our nearly
ind estructible Hai Karate Lounging Jacket when
you wear Hai Karate Regular
o r O rient al Lime. Just tell
- us your size (s,m,I) and
send one empty H ai K arate
carton, with $4 (check or
money o rde r), for each
H ai Karate Loun g ing Jacket
t o : H ai Karate, P. 0 . Box41A,
Mt. Vernon, N. Y. 10056. That way,
if someone gives you some
Hai Karate , you can be a
little less careful how you use it.

' ' Individual''?

dictatorship for 16 years? Perhaps
we take "education" too
seriously . We are so busy
"prescribing" courses for people
that we forgot that people learn
from
their " T O TAL"
ENVIRONMENT, not just from
"imp ortant" courses.
Then we wonder why there is
such corruption in government.
All the " good" students graduate
and get a job. Not really knowing
how to live in a democracy , they
continue toI let "other" .people
make decisions for them. They
have been such good "followers"
all their lives, they don't know
how to LEAD! But who are these
"other" people? Were THEY good
students? One thing is certain,
they are opportunists. For to be a
"good" student is to be amenable
to the " system" . How can we
possible expect to build good
citizens by continually training
them to live under a faschistic
type of government? Perhaps this
is why democracies have always
failed . They didn' t know how to
educate their young.
Yet we are taught to educate
the "whole" child and to promote
" individualized" teaching. Isn' t
this merely a weapon of the
teachers to foster more docility to
impose our educational demands?
Where is the "individual"?
Does he really exist? If he does we
do our best to ignore and repress
him. The " system " d oes
everything in its power to foster
" adjustment" and "docility". Is
this not a mockery of the original
goa l s of America's founding
fathe rs? But, you may say , man is
not "ready" to be free. If we
contin ue along our present course,
will he EVE R be "ready"?

(lo,rhes
fO V-

If we are going to call ourselves
"educators" in a democracy then
we must act the part. We have
imposed rules and regul_ations for
the ',' system's" convenience,
certainly not for the individual's.
So let's call a spade a spade.
Individuality is not wanted !

Faculty
Senate
(Continued from Page I )

Dr. J. Hutchinson, current
Faculty Senate Chairman.

Senate. However , Dr. Hutchinson
stated that " we have no intention
of forcing students to represent
their body on the Senate."
Instead , he emphasize d that the
seats would only be allotted if the
students actively requested them.
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Se nd for your proctically rip-proof
Hai Karate lounging Ja cket.
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All ow 6 weeks for delivery. Offer expires April 1, 1969. If your favorite store is temporarily out of Hai Karate, keep asking .
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Record Review:

Saigon In Retrospect

Al&u·m s Not Aired On FM
By Ed Naha
The American radio listener,
generally is famous for his lack of
taste and unawareness of what is
new in the field of music . These
traits are exemplified by the crud
that is played on A.M. radio. Even
F.M. has been infiltrated by the
golden garbage of WOR F.M. and
the sentimental slop of ABC F.M.
Two albums that are not
getting the airing they deserve are
"Happy Trails" by the Quicksilver
Messenger Service, and "With a
, Little Help from My Friends" by
Joe Cocker , a San Francisco
group. The entire first side of the
album by Quicksilver is devoted
to the group' s rendition of "Who
Do You Love?" It is nothing short
of fantastic . John Cipollina, Greg

M.A.A.
Awards
(Continued from Page I I)

John Wilson, Rick Watson, Jim
Catalano, Jim Mareno, Cliff
Maddox , Greg Rhodes, Barry
Taback, Larry Langlois, Ray
Vane, John Askowitz , Paul Doto,
Lou Ferrante , Tom Hanlon, Bob
Krupnik, and Ray Dinovi.
Receiving letters for their first
year of varsity play were : Bob
Liddle, Ken Graff, Ivo Lecic, Bob
Stohen, Hank Rutkowski, John
Hartman, Wilbur Aikens, Monte
· Cosby , Dan Pocus, George
Barlase, Al Brikhardt, Donald
Crane, Sam Sabiliauskis, Stan
Piatrizyck, Ed Janesko, Mike
Brynaza, Kermit Clements, Rich
Dotegowski, Steve Hay , and
Frank Padgorski.
Congratulations to all these
fine athletes.

Off-campus housing for
students at Newark State
College , Union, is direly
needed for next year ,
according to Miss Marie Walsh,
director of women's housing.
Some 300 applications have
been received so far for 40
rooms that will be available in
the dormitory next year, she
said.
Miss Walsh asked that
people who would like to rent
rooms to college students
telephone or write to her at
Whiteman Hall, the women's
dormitory. A file of available
housing is kept at the main
desk of Whiteman Hall.

NOTICE:
Discussion and Lecture
Jim Yorke - Black Panther
May 15, Thursday
TPA 12 noon
Sponsored by
Student Council
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Elmore, Gary Duncan, and David
Freeberg prove their musicianship
as tbey literally weave a spell
around the listener, incorporating
the excitement of the Fillmore
(where it was recorded.)
Joe Cocker's "A Little Help
from My Friends" albull) can only
be described as raunchy. Cocker
and his grease band punch their
way through such songs as
"Sandpaper Cadillac", "Bye Bye
Blackbird" and "Don't Let Me Be
Misunderstood." His music can be
described as a cross breeding
between blues, rock and gospel.

By TRAN VAN DINH

If the 1968 TET offensive
brutally awakened Washington

Cocker can convey the same
mood in the sadly beautiful "Do I
Still Figure in Your Life" as he
does in the rocking "Little Help
from My Friends."
Cocker also does two Dylan
songs "I Shall Be Released" and
"Just Like a Woman," with a
delicate touch, and "Feeling
Alright." Joe is aided on some
cuts by Stevie Wingood and
Jimmy Page.
Although "Little Help from
My Friends" isn't up to Cocker's
live performances, it is an
impressive debut for a rising new
talent.

and Saigon ( which had slept so
long on the "body counts" and
"hamlet evaluations,") the 1969
TET celebration was marked by
the euphoric statements of
imminent victory from the
Saigonil.itary junta and the U.S.
military command in South

Vietnam.
But it is not difficult for even
casual observers of the Vietnam
scene to see that the reality is
quite different. The U.S. and
"allied" troops (total 1,610,500)
have not won a single battle and
the political situation has
worsened . Opposition and
religious leaders have been
arrested by the hundreds, the
press has been muted , singers were
silenced and the internal struggle
for power and money between
General Thieu and General Ky is
as intense as ever.
If the past offers some
indication of the validity of the
new rosy statements corning from
Saigon in recent days, the
declarations made by U.S.
officials in the last few years can
be enlightening:
1962 (9,000 U.S. troops in
South Vietnam): "U.S. aid to
South Vietnamese has reached a
peak and will start to level off." Defense Secretary McNamara, in
the NEW YORK TIMES, May 12.
1963 (11,000 U.S. troops) :
"The South Vietnamese should
achieve victory in three years." A d m i r al H a rry D . Fe It ,
commander-in-chief of U.S. forces
in the Pacific, in the NEW YORK
TIMES, January 12.
1963: "Victory in the sense it
would apply to this kind of war is
just months away , and I am
confident that the reduction of
American · advisers can begin any
time now." - Gen. Paul D.
Hartkins, Commander of · the
Military Assistance Command in
Saigon, quoted in STARS AND
STRIPES, November l (the day
Ngo Dinh Diem was overthrown
by his own anny).

Goodbye, Ugly Radio
By ED NAHA
When Francis Vincent Zappa
uttered a nifty little phrase, "Kill
Ugly Radio", a few years ago,
no-one took him seriously. The
fact is, ugly radio should be
destroyed, for it preys upon the
record buying public like a leech
consumes its host. Ugliness can be
manifested in many ways, in this
case it rears its ugly head in the
form of commercialism.
I am sure you have all been
exposed to the A.M. radio world.
This is the main target of the
anti-ugliness campaign. The A.M .
stations carefully carry out a plan
to sterilize your mind. Only the
safest songs are played for the
most part, and only if they are
short: ( unless of course they are
sure to be commercial hits, i.e .
Hey Jude. Then and only then
will they be played.)
On A.M ., you are very lucky if
you are able to escape the insane
jargon of the typical loud mouth
D.J. He is the man who,
apparently , possesses the I.Q. of a
radish and the voice of a moose.
Usually , he makes the best of
both. If you are sick of the Cousin
Brucies yodeling about coke,
playing the Cowsills endlessly and
dedicating records to junior-high
lovers, flee from Ugly Radio.
Escape to F.M.
Two of the very best F.M.
ststions I can think of are WFMV
and WBAI. Both are excellent
examples of radio, originating
from Upsala College. In short, it
plays some of the best music and
presents some of the most
intelligent thoughts in the
air-waves. BAI , is a
non-commercial station,
broadcasting from New York
which cov:ers the widest range of

topics imaginable. There are
several other FM Stations worth
mentioning.
WNEW is probably the best
example of a pop FM station. It
combines good music and not too
irritating disc jockeys with a
touch of commercial advertising.
For the most part, it is very
palitable. WABC has recently
turned into a conglomeration of
syrupy-shlock , over pretentiously
tagges the sound of love . The DJ's
speak fluent clich's and the
station is totally un-exciting. .
WOR-FM presents golden
garbage , carefully packaged in
commercial wrappings to please
an audience which thinks of itself
as "hep" . Why listen to the
"Mother of Invention" when you
can listen to "Dion and the
Belmonts". Why risk Janis Joplin
when you can listen to Brenda
Lee . The key to the future lies in
the past. ,
As you can see, FM radio has
its faults, but it is daring enough
to experiment. The "Kill Ugly
Radio" movement is gammg
ground rapidly. Perhaps in a few
years, you will be able to tune on
WABC-AM and hear an intelligent
DJ introduce a Tim Gardin
number without squeezing in an
acne commercial! Then again,
there may be a time when FM is
considered ugly .

On Thursday May 15

Cash For Your Books

Bomb Scare
In the event of a bomb
threat during the final exam
period, the building in question
is to be evacuated immediately
but no classes will be
dismissed. The local police will
be notified and an immediate
search of the building will be
made. The exams will resume
shortly thereafter. Students
will be instructed to carry
examination papers with them
when the above emergency
occurs.
Anyone with information
regarding the bomb threats is
urged to contact Bill Loehning
in the Student Organization
office! ,.

1964 (16,000 U.S. troops): "I
hopeful we can bring back
additional numbers of men. I say
this because I personally believe
this is a war the Vietnamese must
fight. I don't believe we can take
on that combat task for them." Sec. McNamara, in THE NEW
REPUPBLIC, February 3. ·
1965 (184,000 U.S. troops):
"President Johnson suggested that
the Viet Cong were now 'swinging
wildly.'" - The NEW YORK
TIMES July 10. "Mr. McNamara
said, 'We have stopped losing the
war.'" The NEW YORK
TIMES, November 30.
1966 (340,000 U.S. troops) : "I
see no reason to expect any
significant increase in the level of
the tempo of operations in South
Vietnam" - Sec. McNamara,
quoted in a pamphlet by
CLERGY AND LAYMEN
CONCERNED ABOUT
VIETNAM, October.
1967 (448,000 U.S. troops):
"During the past year tremendous
progress has bee made. We have
pushed the enemy farther and
farther .into the jungles. The
ARYN troops are fighting much
better than they were a year ago.
We have succeeded in attaining
our objectives . "
Gen.
Westmoreland, in THE NEW
REPUBLIC , .July 13.
"We are very definitely
winning in Vietnam." - Gen.
Harold K. Johnson, Army Chief
of Staff, in U.S. NEWS AND
WORLD REPORT , September 11.
"U.S. military officials said
today that the 'fighting
deficiency' of the Viet Cong and ·
North Vietnamese troops had
progressively declined in the past
six months. The morale was
described as sinking fast. 'We have
600 documents that attest to the
decline in morale,' they said." THE NEW YORK TIMES,
November 30 (only two months
before the TET offensive).
1968 (536,000) U.S. Troops):
"General Westmoreland said the
enemy is approaching a point· of
desperation." - THE NEW YORK
TIMES, May 30.

Up to 50% of Original Price
No Bargaining
No Waiting
Monday May 26

Tuesday May 27

BOOK AND SUPPLY STORE
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Fred Boff Awarded Most Valuable Player
George Gunzelman Receives D'Angola Award

Geor8e Gunzelman, D' Angola Award rec ipient.

Bargaining Agent Passed
By M ARY ANN L EIDELL

The Bargaining Agent, allowing
faculty to negotiate upon terms
and conditions of employment,
was passed with a "resounding
vote of confidence." The agent is
contained in Section 7, Chapter·
303 of the New Jersey Public
Laws of 1968.
D r . K e n n e t h B e n s o n,
chairman-elect of the Physical
Education Department and
,President of the Campus Faculty
Association, provided a brief
resume concerning the "stormy"
emergence of the agent.
Originally the Governor had
requested that all college-faculty
members be excluded from the
provision, which created

resentment and action. Official
designation cards were distributed
and approximately 87% of the
faculty members signed them.
However, the initiating
congressmen refused to accept the
signatures by ',apparently
latching" unto the dispute that
the faculty didn't realize what
they were signing.
After a seven month delay , the
appeal went to the polls and
resulted in 1147 state votes, for
the faculty association.
Dr. Benson stated, "I think it is
rather clear that when faculty
members sign their respective
names upon documents, they
quite obviously mean what they
havecertified."

The annual Men's Athletic
Association Banquet at Weiland's
Steak House on Wednesday was
an overwhelming success. There
was plenty of good food and a
good time was had by all of the
over one-hundred athletes of
Newark State's soccer, basketball,
baseball , tennis, golf and bowling
teams as well as the cheerleaders.
After the buffet dinner, master of
ceremonies, George Gunzelman
introduced the coaches of the
various sports who presented their
awards.
Doctor Er ri ngton , soccer
coach , awarded trophy for the
Most Valuable Player to all
conference goalie , Clem Restine .
The Sportsmanship Trophy, the
most prized award of the soccer
team was presented to · all
conference lineman Sam
Sabiliauskis. Ken Graff a freshman
fullback, who before the season
had never playe d soccer and did a
tremendous job this year, got the
Most Improved Player award.
Mr. Sekella presented his gia~ts
with their awards, Fred Boff
receiving both the Most Valuable
Player and a special Rebounding
Trophy for his I 001 re bounds,
the most rebounds in a half and
the most rebounds in a game ever
at Newark State. The player who
exhibited the greatest, amount of
sportsmanship was George
Gilcrest. Cliff Maddox an·d Jim
Mareno exhibited excellent ball
handling and overall ability were
awarded the Most Improved
Player trophy. Finally, the man
who showed the best ability to
shoot foul shots and attain that
award was Monte Crosby .
Rookie coach Mr. Vincenti,
who's baseball team did very well

in the conference awarded four
trophies to his boys. For special
leadership, Wes Plummer, who
helped Mr. Vincenti all year as an
assistant. Kermit Clements
received the Freshmen Award. He
played like a veteran during the
season . Mike Capezza was
awarded the Sportsmanship
award. The Most Valuable Player
of this year's team was for catcher
Lou Ferrante whose batting and
catching abilities made him
invaluable to the team.
Doctor Karbe , coach of the
tennis team presented two awards
to two deserving netmen, Sam
Sabiliauskis received the Most
Valuable Player award for his
performance on the courts. The
sportsmanship award was
presented to Al Burkhardt.
The old men who have

participat~d in NSC athletics for
four years. received four year
awards and Senior awards were:
Phil Heery, Bill Sachetto, Sam
Sabiliauskis, Dave Malo, George
Perrson , Fred Boff, George
Gunzelman , Mike Capezza, Bill
Burke, Wes Plummer, and Jack
Somer. Receiving Varsity Club
jackets for three years of varsity
play are Al Valentino, Clem
Restine , George Gilcrest , Tom
Murawski, Bob Ebner, Ron
Merritt , Rich Parrsell, Bill
Galayda , Jim Johnson , Al
Ramsey , Bruce Mitzak and Joe
Miller.
Those receiving two year
awards and sweaters are : Dave
Colpitts, Dennis Cohens, Fred
Szeles , Terry Savage , Pat
Nezgood, Jerry _McLaughlin ,
(Continued on Page I 0)

'

Fred Bott, Most v ,aluable Player, 1969 .

LF.S.C. All-Greek Baseball Team
By Rick Watson

Phil Heery, All-Greek Catcher.

For the first time as far as I
cound find out in intra-fraternity
softball, an All Greek softball
team has been selected. The team
consists of the nine best over-all
players, based on batting, field ,
and sportsmanship , including five
infields, a pitcher, and three
outfielders. The selections were
made by the four captains, and
Dave Litcht~tein, with myself
breaking any ties. All of the
choices, to the best of my
knowledge, were objective, and
my congratulations to the All
Greeks and their teammates for
the sportsmanship displaye d in
the games.
The selections are as follows:

F RANK

LINEBE RRY

overwhelming choice for all Greek
pitcher. He displayed amazing
control striking out a record
nineteen batters, while giving up
only eleven walks , thirteen hits
and seven runs as well as excellent
fielding. In addition to pitching
his team to victory he also batted
.636 with four doubles.
PHIL HEERY
Frank's
battery-mate caught excellent
ball; Co-Captain of his team he
batted an even .400.
JIM MARINO - first baseman
for Tau, he· exhinitetl the same
Frank Lineberry
quality of sportsmanship and
. , ., • ••••• •.. -~· ··· · • . . .... . . . athfoti.0, abi.lity-on th~ ball field as

on the basketball court. He batted
.574 including a double , triple and
homerun and five runs batted in .
PAUL ZURKA - a sophomore
at s·e cond base, he was
indispensible to his team. In the
Tau game he played shortstop in
place of injured Bob Giberna. He
batted .444 with three doubles
and three runs batted in .
BOB GIBERNA - a junior
shortstop , the only other
unanimous choice for All Greek.
He was the sparkplug of Sigma
Theta Chi µntil he was sidelined in
an accident before the Tau game.
He excelled so much however in
the other games that he could not
be forgotten. He batted 12 for 12
or 1.000, getting only one single
while collecting two dou bles,
three triples and six home runs. He
also batted in sixteen runs.
LOU STANZIONE, another
junior, Lou played third base and
came in to pitch to end a scoring
threat in the last inning against Pi
as well as relieving against Tau. He
batted an even .500 with two
doubles, a triple and a homerun as
well as seven runs batted in .
BILL REIMER - a senior from
Tau. Bill played both left and
right field witli ~~~l~nt speed.
and a good aqn, I which got his
,((:QfltinJJ ed orl.J>agc.. L2)

Bob Giberna

Lou $lan?ione~ All-Greek Third Base.

, , • •••• •• • • • • • , • ·

.. , -~-,---·-······ .•.
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Tau Beats Chi, 8-2
Wins Sports Trophy
Tau-Chi
On Sunday, the intra-fraternity
softball Championship took place
between the brothers of Sigma
Theta Chi and Sigma Beta Tau,
Tau capturing the 1968-69
intra-fraternity sports trophy by
crushing the Black and gold by a
score of 8-2. Both fraternities
went into the contest with clean
slates, each defeating Nu Delta Pi
and Nu Sigma Phi. The win by
Tau broke a tie between Chi and
Tau for the most consecutive
softball championships, the blue
and white winning for the six th
time in a row.
Pitcher Frank Lineberry of Tau
was the hero of the day going 3
for 4 leading his team to fourteen
hits, and striking out seven Chi
men bringing his total to nineteen
in the three games this year, while
allowing only five hits.
Tau got off to a quick start in
the first inning scoring four runs.
With George Domareki and Jim
Catalano on base via walks, Jim
Marino singled to drive in
Domareki. Joe Sinkewitz then
followed with a walk to load the
bases and Bob Palestri came
through with a double to drive in
two more runs, Sinkewitz scoring
the following play on a fielder's
choice. Chi scored their first run
in the bottom of the second
inning when Vic Ferrarelli reached
base on an error, advanced to
second when Tom Murray walked,
and scored on a single by Paul
Zurka.
Tau didn ' t score again until the
fourth inning. Bill Reimer singled
but was forced out on a ground
ball by Bob Cross, Cross then
sc01:ed on successive singles by
Phil Heery and Catalano. Three
more runs came in the nex l
inning, Lindeberry leading off
with a double, Palestri driving him
in with another double , Reimer
walked , and then Cross drove in
Palestri and Reimer to end Tau' s
scoring. Mike Crutzburger ended
the inning on two good scoring
plays after singles by Heery and
Domareki had loaded the bases.
Mike Vitale got his second hit of
the game and scored on a single
by Tom Murray, to end a string of
five consecutive strikeouts by
Lineberry.

Frank Lineberry, Tau hurler, in action against Phi.

Tau-Phi
Nu Sigma Phi's softball team
was handed its second crushing
defeat in two games, this time by
Sigma Beta Tau's forces by a score
of 16-3. Phi got off to a good start
and for three and a half innings
gave Tau a rough time as they
scored two runs off starting
pitcher Harry Clark before Frank
Lineberry came on to end the
inning .and keep the Phi men from
scoring again until the seventh
inning.
The two runs came when Pete
Wikander bunted safely to lead
off, was followed by a single by
Larry Zambrowski but was put
out on a fielder' s choice by
Doney. Comisky reache d base on
an error bringing in Zambrowski
for the first run followed by a
single by Al Valentino to drive in
Doney . Tau came back in their
half to score on run when Jim
Marino lowered to deep
centerfield.
Jt wasn' t until the bottom of
the third with two out that Tau
began to come back. Bob Palestri
reached base on a fiel ders choice
forcing out Jim Catalano, Bill
Reimer drove him in with a single

1969

Basarab,S teve
Bryndza, Pete

AB

37½
40
26
Burke, Bill
Capeua, Mike
97½
Clements, Kermit 122½
Dotcgowcski , Rich 2½
Doto, Paul
8½
11 2½
Ferrante, Lou
Galayda, Bill
67½
Hanlon , Tom
126
Hay , Steve
Johnson , Jim
21½
Kincel. Al
10
Leblsin , Bob
11½
Murawski, Tom
116½
Podgorsk.i, Frank
17½
Plummer , Wes
122½
Ramsey , Al
106½
Scardilli, Phil
82½
TEAM

NAME

.

3
3
53
4
59
44
33
484

so
20

3
14
17

14
5
14

F IELD ING

2 3 HR

SO

BB

1

3

1

10

7

15
7
10

10

SH - HB

S8 R RBI

Awe.

PO

A

E AV E.

2
2 1 2

.2 14
.21 4
.300
.304
.298
.000
.143
.333
. 179
.241
.000
.250
.000
.000
.245
.000
.27 1
.250
.303
.260

2
5
3

32

l .944
0 1.000
1 .938
.980
.818
.000
1 .750
5 .958
7 .741
11 .863
0 1.000
0 1.000
.933
1.000
6 .958
2 .833
.857
12 .876
7 .877
60 9.13

5

2

I

1 1

2

4

5 2
9 9 8

2

1

3

9 5

1 6

3

0

13

1

13

1

1
16
11
10
126

BB

1

11 4

HP

18
2
12
18
1
4
0
45
~3
6
14
Ram,ey
28
0
107 77
9
.TOTAL
STATISTICS AS OF 5/ 11/69 (Sc:a,on)
Buanb
Burke
Hay
Murawski

)

14
14
10
46
57
0
7
42
28
58

H
3
3

4

BK

0
0
1
0

11
8
101

By Riel{ Watson
In this, my last column of the school year, I would like to extend
my thanks and gratitude on behalf of all underclassmen who have
participated in sports the last three years, to the men who have led,
guided and inspired the various teams here at Newark State, the senior
athletes, to Sam Sabiliauskis, Phil Heery , Dave Malo, Bill Sachetto, and
George Perrson , Fred Boff and George Gunzelman, Wes Plummer, Bill
Galayda, Mike Capezza, Bill Burke, Barry Taback, and Jack Sommer.

*

BATTIN G

INN

On The Ball .

*

*

Congratulations to Ron Merritt, star of Newark State's bowling
team, who compiled a very impressive average while leading the team to
victory this year. His name is among the leading scores on the east
coast, as listed by the Eastern Inter-Collegiate Bowling Congress for his
200 average.
*
*
*
Due to the deadline for the paper, I was unable to report on the
Pi vs Phi softball game. I did get the score however,. Pi beat Phi by
a score of 16-12.
*
*
*
The Squire baseball team finishes up its season this weekend.
They have a conference game against Montclair at home on Thursday at
3 p.m., travel to Glassboro on Friday to end their conference schedule,
and end the season at home against N.C.E. on Saturday at 11 :00
o'clock. It would be nice if some of the avid softball fans showed up to
support the team.
Congratulations to Al Ramsey on being named baseball captain,
for next year. It is the third time Al will serve as captain of the Squires ;
the first time anyone has ever had the privilege at Newark State.

Baseball Statistics
NAME

May 15, 1969

5 6

3
1
6
4
54

10

PIT CHING
R
WP
H
1
39
33
14
22
2
3
24
30
30
17
10
124 90

17

11
1 5
6
16 66

7
11
3
57

ER

ERA IP

9
5
0
14
6
34

2.92
2.05
0.00
3.67
1.67
2.55

GP

27 2/ 3 9
22
8
3 2/t 2
34 1/3 6
32 1/ 3 6
120 14

12
2

47
8
0

I
10
12
42
3

105
8
27
0
0
13
2
76

61
6
0
62
27
273

4

12
23
23
360

w
0
0

5

L
4
1
0

AVE.

.000
.667
.000
.333
.500
.357

and scored with an error. Phil
Heerey reached base on another
error and scored on a double by
Bob Cross. The blue and white
put the game on ice in the next
inning scoring five runs on six
hits. George Domerecki got a
triple to start it off and scored on
a sacrifice fly by Catalano. With
two outs, Marino singled, Palestri
drove him in with a home run.
Reimer doubled and scored on a
double by Heerey who scored on
a dou ble by Cross. Greg Young
scored in the sixth after getting a
double . Six more runs crossed the
plate on singles by Tom Atkins,
Jerry McGlaughlin, and Rick
Watson . Dou bles by Frank
Lineberry , and Ron Rodd and a
home run by Joe Sinkavitz ended
the scoring.
Frank Lineberry proved his
worth in the game going three for
fo ur with two doubles. He struck
out seven Phi batters and assisted
in four other hours, while giving
up only three walks and four hits.

All-Greek Team
(Co ntinu ed from Pagl' 11 )

team out of trouble on more than
one account. He batted .500.
RAY DINOVI - a sophomore
brother of Pi, he made several
spectacular catches in the Tau and
Phi games to save his team from
disaster. His batting sparked on
the team, as he led his teammates
as well as everyone but Giberna
with a .750 average .
BOB CROSS - another senior
Tau outfielder. His clutch hitting
sparked many rallies and good
arm helped to limit the threat of
the opposition. He batted .444
with three doubles.
The gap be tween first and
second teams was very small, with
batting averages being the main
deciding factor. The men wh_o
received honora ble mention were
those that received votes but not
enough to place on the other two
teams.

WRA Notes

WRA Notes
By Jennifer Perone

The Kingston Restaurant was
the scene of the Annual Award
Banquet of the WRA last
Thursday evening, May 8, I 969.
Over 120 people attended the
dinner where awards were
presented to active WRA members
who have been outstanding in
participating in activities. Among
the special guests were: Dr. and
Mrs. Wilkins, Mrs. D'Angola Biro,
Dr. Bannish, Mr. Pitt and George
Gunzelman.
Guest speaker of the evening
was Mrs. Amsden, who had spent
her sebatical leave in an exten ded
toUI of Africa. She presented to
the WRA "A Visit To Africa."
Her very informative and unusual
slides, and highly entertaining
comments were a highlight of the
banquet.
Other events of the evening
included a presentation of the
D'Angola Award for outstanding
leadership and work for the WRA
to Jeanette Henderson and Louise
Schmidt. A ' new award, initiated,

FIRST TEAM
Frank Lineberry ...... .. .. ... Tau
Phil Heery ... ... ......... ... .. ..Tau
1B Jim Marino .......... ......... . .Tau
2B Paul Zurka .... .. ..... ... .... ... Chi
ss Bob Giberna .. .. ........ .... ... Chi
3B
Lou Stanzione .... .. .......... Chi
0
Bill Reimer.. ........... ... .. ... Tau
0
Ray Dinovi ........................ Pi
0
Bob Cross...... ....... .... .. .... Tau
SECOND TEAM
p
Ed Dulik .......................... .Pi
C
Mario Tursi .................... Chi
1B Keith Askenasi ..... .... ......... Pi
2B Jim Catalano .................. Tau
ss Kevin McMonville ............. Pi
3B Bob Palestri ........... .. ...... .Tau
Vic Ferrarelli ...... .. .. ....... Chi
0
0
Larry Zambrowski .... ...... Phi
0
Ted Gutkowski ... ...... ....... .Pi
HONORABLE MENTION
PHI
Willy Nieves, Pete
Wikander, Al Valentino, Vern
Javes. TAU - Sal Mantegna, and
George Domareki. PI - Rick
Ramsey, George Gilcrest, and
Rich Morrell. CHI - Tom Murray,
Jack Hart, Pete Creutzberger.
p
C

this year was the four year Varsity
award given to Jill Segelkin, Carol
Abbey, Ann Doyle, and Judy
Cabanas.
The banquet ended with the
announcement of the newly
elected officers of the executive
board: President - Chris Robbins,
Vice President - Carol De Lisa,
Secretary - Tina Bush, Treasurer
- Connie Gross, Public Relations
Co-chairmen - Pat Nervi and Jean
Perone , and Historian - Ginny
Beck. Miss Joan Schmidt will
continue as advisor next year.

*

*

*

All NSC girls, regardless of
their major are invited to try their
hand at the old Indian game of
lacrosse. A team has been forme d
and practices are from 12: 15-1: 30
every Monday. Alice Buckland is
manager, Miss Venezia - advisor.

* * *

NSC's Women' s Softball Team,
overcoming almost unbelievable
drawbacks , score d over
Monmouth College with a leaq. of
26-17.onMay5, 1969.

Injuries in the game ran high ;
Judy Cabanas was hit in the jaw
and received a swollen lip, Alana
Thevenet is in a wheel chair with
torn ligaments, Chris Berry has an
infected leg from sliding and
Onalee Gaze some serious scrapes.
Linda Smith from the Tennis
Team was recruited as a stand-in
player. Despite all, the team
pulled through. Carol Delisa, as
pitcher, received eight strike-outs
and offensively hit a home run.
Triples were made by both Judy
Americk and Chris Berry. Other
members of the team include Alice Buckland , Tina Bush, Carol
Abbey, Jill Segelkin , Pat Sherrier
and Chris Bausch. The softball
team has undeniably got a lot of
spirit.
Next game will be at home vs.
Trenton State on May 9, 4:00
p.m.

'.

Band Concert Tonight
Theater for the
Performing Arts
8: 30 P.M .

